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what GREAT LEADERS actually do

What leaders actually do in today's world ...
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purpose is at the heart of everything they do,
they make a difference, they have courage,
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go out on
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stories and give examples that give meaning
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they make a difference, they have courage,
they go out on a limb, they are bold, they tell
stories and give examples that give meaning
and inspire action. They create a sense of
real value.
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Leadership Laid Bare7

TEAMWORK

They innovate

what GREAT LEADERS actually do
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leadership purpose:
They awaken possibility in people to deliver
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They create
high
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principles:
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teams:
They
operate with boldness, simplicity and speed
they are comfortable with
collaboration, empowerment,
leadership
truths:
autonomy and know how
to build
teams quickly.
They live the 7 timeless
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leadership TRUTHS
They understand
themselves and have
a story to tell:
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They educate:

they help people and
organisations learn, they
inspire curiosity, they only tell
when direction is absolutely
needed, they ensure learning is
applied, they lead with
questions, they coach. They
develop and nurture capability
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AUTHENTIC

they have an authentic leadership
brand, they build on strengths,
they are happy being vulnerable,
they are themselves, they share
their leadership philosophy, they
build trust, they are positive,
healthy and happy.
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they create a culture where
everyone comes up with great
ideas to improve performance
and add value. They innovate in
every aspect of business. They
are relentless discoverers. They
exploit technology
and platforms.
extraordinary
results

They manage ambiguity
and kill risk:

they are comfortable with paradoxes,
make the complex simple, understand the
need for evolving plans, they are agile.
They arementally tough and resilient to
deal with a world in perpetual crisis.
They anticipate and kill risk quickly. They
stay in touch with the world.
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purpose is at the heart of everything they do,
they make a difference, they have courage,
they go out on a limb, they are bold, they tell
stories and give examples that give meaning
and inspire action. They create a sense of
real value.
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I create a high performance environment where success is inevitable
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leadership purpose:
They awaken possibility in people to deliver extraordinary results
I awaken possibility in people to deliver extraordinary results
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leadership principles:
I operate
boldness,
simplicity simplicity
and speed and speed
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They live the 7 timeless leadership TRUTHS

I inspire action
I build high performance teams

100%

I unleash innovation in my team
I manage ambiguity and risk

AUTHENTIC

They understand
themselves and have
a story to tell:

1

they have an authentic leadership
brand, they build on strengths,
they are happy being vulnerable,
they are themselves, they share
their leadership philosophy, they
build trust, they are positive,
healthy and happy.

They inspire
a
:
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purpose is at the heart of everything they do,
they make a difference, they have courage,
they go out on a limb, they are bold, they tell
stories and give examples that give meaning
and inspire action. They create a sense of
real value.

I educate, mentor and coach my team
I deliver at pace

Based on your reflections and scores what actions can you take to develop your leadership capability?
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leadership purpose:
They awaken possibility in people to deliver extraordinary results
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leadership principles:
They operate with boldness, simplicity and speed
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leadership truths:
They live the 7 timeless leadership TRUTHS
They understand
themselves and have
a story to tell:
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100%
AUTHENTIC

they have an authentic leadership
brand, they build on strengths,
they are happy being vulnerable,
they are themselves, they share
their leadership philosophy, they
build trust, they are positive,
healthy and happy.
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purpose is at the heart of everything they do,
they make a difference, they have courage,
they go out on a limb, they are bold, they tell
stories and give examples that give meaning
and inspire action. They create a sense of
real value.

